


Design is the transformation of ideas, that provides viewers 
with an experience that you don’t just see. It is a skill that requires 
extreme patience to sort through and find the good ideas and 
mix it with the great ideas. To me, design is the act of helping 
others and to figure out exactly what he client is looking for.

Design is the culmination of experience which plays an im-
portant role in the making of the design. The more you see, the 
more you experience, the more variety of work you can produce.

My name is Patricia Lin and I’m an aspiring multidisciplinary 
designer from Delta. I have a strong passion for everything 3D re-
lated and am always working to improve my skills in composition, 
form, balance, and hierarchy for both my 2D and 3D work.

WHAT IS DESIGN?

CuriousFriendly Bold

patricialin.ca (778)979-0226  patricialindesign@gmail.com



FORMS & INTERIORS

Transforming concepts into a digital format of presentation. This 
section features the exploration of interior spaces and 3D forms 

to create space and play with flow. Designing interiors challenges 
the brain to think in 3D and to scale. Skills like conceptualizing, 
storytelling, and material planning are essential to this section. 

Space planning | Architectural Forms



Spa & Hair Salon

SNIP IT
Objective

To design a high-end salon, manage real 
materials and fixtures, and create a small, 
8’ x 12’ functional space for 2 occupants. 
The client is an upscale hair and salon 
shop owner with a small space.

The deliverables include a material and an 
equipment board that defines the overall 
look of the space.

Outcome

My concept began from a modern salon 
space and developed into an industrial 
nautical inspired interior. I used a black 
metal framing with a customized matte 
metal finish as the support system seen 
across each fixture. I was inspired by the 
Stefano Cavazzana Collection, a minimal 
bathroom interior collection, as part of my 
salon’s major fixtures.

Space planning | Conceptualizing | Material Organization



Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment Board

Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.



Material Board





Ice Cream Shop Planning

NITRO ICE CREAM SHOP

Objective

To design a functional commercial space 
for a Nitrogen Ice Cream shop. Using two 
shipping containers, create a space for 
the business that provides storage, space 
to work, and space to sell the ice cream. 
It is required to accommodate customer 
movement in a logical flow.

Outcome

This project focused on space planning 
and I made sure to consider the employee 
and the customer flow in terms of safety 
and comfort. I split the interior space in 
half, with two unequal rectangular spaces. 
My kitchen space needed a tighter work 
environment to keep the major appliances 
in reach, and the customer area filled the 
remaining space.

Space planning | Conceptualizing



Adjacency Matrix

Forms Exploration

My unique pattern is applied 
to the entrance and exit as 
well as under the counter. It 
uses alternating diamonds 
in both negative and positive 
space that creates a seamless 
pattern when repeated.

Unique Pattern

Side Views



Tradeshow Booth Re-do

NIDECKER BOOTH

Objective

To design a commercial tradeshow booth, 
a reworking of an existing tradeshow 
booth at the Vancouver KNOWSHOW.

Outcome

I enjoy going skiing, so this booth, as a ski 
and snowboard design company caught 
my eye. Nidecker is a family owned and 
operated leading snowboard and ski 
manufacturing business. My concept was 
informed by their values of history, quality, 
and authenticity. I uses a timeline to show-
case the company history, inspired by a 
previous Nidecker exhibit. The main focus 
is their board designs and their bindings, 
so I created a structure that grouped a set 
together.

Storytelling | Commercial Space Planning

Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.



Challenges

Their original booth provided branding, signage, seating, and a 
wide assortment of boards. My focus was to open up the space to 
get customers engaged and interested. I made a couple of large 
changes to rework their display work. I took out most of their 
merchandise and instead focused on a couple of their special 
products. The original Nidecker booth was a 10’ x 10’ corner spot 
that I increased to 20’ x 20’.

I was inspired by some of their past exhibitions where they used 
dark colours and modern display systems. A monochromatic 
display allows the merchandise to stand out and be the focus in 
the space.

Seating & Storage

Board & Binding 
Display Stand

Signage Wall and 
POS Table



Pop Up Shop Concept

GASTOWN SOAPWORKS

Objective

To design a commercial pop up shop, a 
concept design of an existing independent 
boutique in Gastown. Convey their story 
and maintain their style of display.

Outcome

My boutique is Gastown Soapworks, a 
masculine skincare shop that works with 
an industrial and vintage industrial display 
style. I was inspired by their existing fix-
tures of black water pipe tables and shelv-
ing and I modified the shape and size to fit 
the boutique.

I love how their POS service desk has a 
red plush quilted velvet cover that wraps 
the whole look together. To me, this com-
ponent was an essential feature for the 
popup shop to reflect on the look of the 
original boutique.

I kept the space open to allow the soap 
fragrances to draw people in.

Commercial Space Planning | Merchandise Planning



Merchandise breakdown

Platinum Zone: Primary Products - Handmade and hand mixed 
soap bars, their specialty product that they are best known for. 
These soaps are coloured, mixed and made into large blocks that 
are then cut down into soap slices that make their soap bars.

Gold Zone: Secondary Products  - The Bath Collection. Mineral 
baths, bath donuts, bath bombs and bath salts.

Silver Zone: Supporting Products  - Body butter, lotion, body oil, 
body wash, rubs, scrubs, perfume, soap lifts, the home collection, 
facial care, body collection.

Bronze Zone: Accessories & Supporting Products  - Seasonals.

Fixture Rationale

Gastown Soapworks uses various vintage styled fixtures, so to get 
a feel of the style, a large portion of my industrial interior style 
research came from my basic guige for an industrial interior style 
guide.

Common materials included are the existing elements and by 
using raw and weathered materials, we enhance the look of the 
unfinished material.

From exposed materials of wood, pipes, and air ducts to the large 
windows, these factory spaces are often characterized by their 
large windows and accents of vintage or modern components 
add to the home owner’s personal character. 



Pop Up Shop Concept



Kiosk Design

GASTOWN SOAPWORKS

Objective

To design a commercial kiosk booth, that reflects the personality 
of the boutique done for the pop up shop concept design.

Outcome

This is a miniature version in the same style as the pop up shop 
design for Gastown Soapworks, an independent skincare and 
soap boutique in Gastown.

Combining parts of the pop up store fixtures with my modern 
styled boutique’s exterior form, I created a table structure with 
shelving, storage, and display areas.

Storytelling | Small Commercial Space Planning



Special Events Design

DF AWARDS

Objective

To design an event concept and manage 
the various components that go into an 
event by planning the budget, the decor 
components, and the layout.

Outcome

My Design Formation Award event plan 
focused on maintaining the Langara and 
Design Formation identities, but bringing 
them together in a spring celebration.

I added Langara’s existing orange carpet, 
so I chose to represent Design Formation 
through a fuchsia tablecloth on the guest 
and award tables. Gold Chivari chairs are 
used to match with the brown tones in the 
dresses, dress platforms, and the podium.

Space Planning | Order Management

Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.



LEGEND



Treehouse Design

CEDAR POINT

Objective

To design a treehouse that is based off 
of an original concept, create a digital 3D 
model, and apply the design into a set 
of orthographic drawing documents. Be 
mindful of accuracy, consistency, and 
organization of both the model and the 
package.

Outcome

Starting with the idea of being one with 
nature, my treehouse was intended to im-
merse the occupant with their surround-
ings. Learning that a full glass treehouse 
lacks practicality in terms of our objective, 
I decided to continue with the concept of 
a 360 degree view, but focus on directing 
and limiting the view. There are windows 
offering a view in each of the cardinal 
directions that satisfies the immersive 
experience.

Space planning | Conceptualizing



3D CRAFT & PRODUCTION

The production of digital or hand designed projects that become 
physical creations. This is where I first began my creative career 
and is, by default, one of my most diverse areas of design. Skills 

such as precision, 3D principles of design, craft in wood and in 
paper are explored here.

Experimentation | Building | Physical Design Work



Baltic Birch Plywood Project

MOVEMENT, UNITY &
REPETITION

Objective

To explore all the possibilities of the wood material and design a 
3D form that expresses at least one of the 3D design elements. 
Limited to one 20”x30” sheet of ¼” baltic birch, maximize the use 
of the material and use at the minimum 70% of the sheet.

Outcome

I created this structure that combines the 3D design elements of 
movement and repetition using 635 squares, each of them at 7/8” 
x 7/8”. While it uses the whole sheet, aside from the material lost 
due to the kerf of the blade, the structures is visually light and 
sturdy.

Concept development | 3D Design Elements



Paper Dress display at Oakridge Mall

Brown Paper Couture Prop Making

PAPER COUTURE

Objective

To recreate a Haute Couture gown of your 
choice using brown or white paper, tissue, 
pins, glue, cardboard, and string.

Outcome

I chose a gown from the Paolo Sebastian 
2017 - 2018 AW collection, the Nutcracker. 
My inital reaction was to pick a full length 
traditional gown style. I fell in love with 
the embroidery in every gown from this 
collection and that informed my direction. 
When I saw this gown, I first thought, this 
would look good in brown and white, but 
it wasn’t my first choice. Another gown 
from this collection had caught my eye. 
It was a black knee high coat over a full 
length skirt, head to toe in embroidery. 
This was the less ambitious of the two, but 
still a daunting task.

Paper Craft | Material Exploration



The original runway gown Dress Detailing

Disclaimer: Photo (above) was used in this project were used without 
the owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.



Outcome

After intensive and continuous ressearch, 
I found a high quality photo of the pattern 
in the front, a video that briefly showed 
the pattern on the back, a more complex 
design than the front, and detail images of 
their beadwork and craft.

We had a wide variety of options to use 
for the detailing, so I tried braiding string, 
crushing paper, thread stitching, and final-
ly hot glue beads that finally did the trick 
and looked the way I wanted.



Purple Martin Birdhouse

CLUSTER HOUSE

Objective

To research the client, a North American 
bird of your choice, design a beautiful and 
functional birdhouse, and fabricate it by 
using the available wood planks.

Outcome

We were provided with various wood 
planks, cedar and birch, and I liked the va-
riety of tones available in the cedar batch.  
I picked out 3 planks, one light brown, one 
a rich dark brown, and one with red under-
tones.

In addition to concept development, we 
were tasked to design and physically build 
our birdhouse. Purple Martins are large 
sparrows like birds that live in colonies, so I 
was inspired to design a multi-unit house.

Concept development | Fabrication | Orthographic



The Purple Martin

The Purple Martin are the largest species of swallow in North 
America. Males are generally dark blue with a glossy purple hue 
in the reflection of the sun and females have brown feathers with 
tints of blue.

Their Preferred House

Because these are social birds, they often nest in colonies of 
dozens or hundreds of mated pairs. Single structure “apartment” 
style birdhouses feature multiple entrances leading to adjacent 
chambers.



White Paper Focal Point Display

FORTNUM & MASON

Objective

To design a display for a non-perishable 
product of your choice that highlights and 
reinforces the brand and the story behind 
the brand. Use a monochromatic white 
display style and work within a 1.5' x 2' 
showcase with inner lighting.

Outcome

My product of choice is Fortnum & Ma-
son’s loose leaf Countess Grey tea from 
their Famous Teas tin box set. The compa-
ny was established in 1707 in 181 Piccadilly, 
London.

The ornate textures and patterns used on 
the display’s exterior exist on the pack-
aging and the clock is visible on the lid of 
the tin. The display focal point shape was 
inspired by the clock and the background 
of the product was taken from the design 
on the face of the clock itself.

Paper Craft | Branding | Storytelling



GRAPHICS, TYPOGRAPHY, & DIGITAL

Digital and graphic work that ranges from page layouts, visual 
identity design, to video work, and marketing. Some works delve 

into the realm of illustrations, while others are purely 
typographic and text based. This area focuses on developing skills 
around proximity, conceptualizing, and most importantly, it is the 

brand and design cohesivity that brings the project together.

Page Layout | Graphic Communication | Illustration



Visual Brand Identity

PATRICIA LIN IDENTITY
Concept Development | Versitility | Process

Objective

The goal was to design a personal and professional visual identity 
which represents me as a designer. 

Outcome

I learned the difficulties of being a client and a designer. Being 
put into both situations allowed me to continuously rework my 
design and improve it. Early on, when I first completed my visual 
identity, I was immedietly unsatisfied, and chose to redesign it.

As a designer, I understand that process is an essential part to 
producing the design. During the process, it is a time to ask 
questions, solve the problem, be yourself, and find the ideas.

My visual identity represents my journey in design from ask-
ing questions to finding the solution as well as the interactions 
between the two. It is the act of bringing the two together that 
makes me a designer.
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Branding Process

Process

I have a passion for 3D and structural de-
sign work, and started off leaning towards 
a 3D cube and box logotype. However, I 
soon realized that as a designer, I am more 
curious than structured and more friendly 
than corporate.



patricialindesign@gmail.com

www.patricialin.ca

778-979-0226

Visual Identity Applications

VISUAL IDENTITY SET
Business Card Design | Layout

Objective

To expand on the visual identity and explore applications

Outcome

Play with circular auxilarary graphics, create dialogue between 
the shapes, and most importantly, remain true to my identity.

2018 - 2020

Design Formation, Diploma

Langara College

Langara College’s Design Formation 
Program is a two year multidisciplinary 
diploma that merges the disciplines of 
spatial formation and communication 
design. The program focuses on 
instilling a foundation of practical 
industry related skills as well as a deep 
understanding of the design process. 
Areas of study include, retail display, 
store planning, exhibition, tradeshow, 
interior spaces, and graphic design.

Research Assistant
Langara College Computer Science / 2020 - Present

Detailed dimensioning of interior sites, digitally rendering 
existing interior spaces to scale, and accurate modelling of the 
site’s fixtures and elements.

Theatre Production Set Painter
Seaquam Secondary / 2017 - 2018

Creating set concepts flexible to use in multiple scenes while 
fulfilling the client’s needs in a timely manner.

Freelance Designer
June 2019 - Present

Organizing meetings, reworking designs to meet clients’ 
current needs, while working and updating clients respectfully.

SWAP Student Aide
Summer 2019

Managed all cleanup tasks, collaborated in a small team to film 
and produce workshop safety videos, and picked up all 
miscellaneous tasks around the studio.

Qualifications

Education

Skills
SketchUp

Illustrator

InDesign

Photoshop

Mac/PC

HTML/CSS

Vectorworks

Blender

A multidisciplinary designer with a 
flexible mind with working in 2D and 3D 
mediums with the goal to work in 
design while continuously learning 
along the way. A motivated and a 
hardworking individual with a passion 
for learning, possessing a variety of 
experiences in the design field. Always 
ready to work and has a strong work 
ethic in both individual and group work.

Design - A strong understanding of the design process and 3D 
forms. Experience in prop building, paper crafting, and interior 
designing.

Drafting - Experience in SketchUp, Vectorworks, rendering by 
hand. 

Communication - Dedicated member in a team setting, capable 
of reporting to a leader and taking the lead when necessary. An 
active listener and always willing to refine work upon critique.

Problem Solving - Capable in troubleshooting for digital and 
physical issues. Adaptable to sudden changes and unexpected 
situations. Approaches problems with an open mind and 
determination to deal with the problem. 

Time Management - Excellent professional work ethic and 
organizational skills. Highly capable of managing multiple 
projects while reaching all deadlines in a timely manner.

Profile

Experience



Independent Project

EXPRESSIONS
Objective

To design any project of your 
choice that includes a graphic or-
tion. As a multidisciplinary designer 
interested in 3D, I took my project 
towards an interior design study.Interior Design | Book Layout | Illustration

Outcome

I decided to create something that would 
produce a physical component. I love to 
design digitally and let that lead to some-
thing physical that I can hold, flip, and 
experience.



Content

My goal was to translate the interior style into a book format. For 
industrial design, it includes open space, litte decorations, and 
bold content. This is planned to be a series of multiple booklets.

Challenges

Interior design is complex and it’s not something that can only 
look one certain way. As a result, I decided to make this guide a 
basic introduction to what an industrial interior could be.



Objective

To design a magazine article about something we love while 
learning about grid systems and typesetting.

Outcome

Getting Closer explores the industry of scaled model making. The 
strong focus on large images showcase the detailed work that 
goes into making models. I opted for a bold hierarchy to stand 
out and a clean space to compliment the subject.

Magazine Design

GETTING CLOSER
Page Layout | Visua l Continuity | Hierarchy

Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.



Greeting Card

TYPOGRAPHY
Typesetting | Hierarchy | Composition

Objective

Create a quote greeting card using at least 5 typefaces to convey 
a message to encourage college students as the semester ends 
and they face their final projects and exams. Work with typeface 
pairings and hierarchy by establishing dominant words in the 
quote.

Outcome

I interpreted this quote as a statement of perseverance, so no 
matter the situation, people have the capabilities to find a way 
past this challenge. I love the dynamic aspect feel of this quote 
and used paper airplane imagery to translate the movement of 
flying and freedom.



Brand & Packaging Design

SUGAR3

Objective

Create a brand for an organic candy line. 
Learn about the needs in our Canadian 
packaging standards and expand off of 
the initial brand to create a set of packag-
es. After the brand identity is established 
and the packaging is complete, then cre-
ate a customized point of purchase display 
stand as an extension of the brand itself.

Outcome

Sugar3 or Sugarcube, takes inspiration 
from a mathematical perspective as well 
as a literal translation of the work. Using a 
cube as the logotype symbol, Sugar3 came 
to life in Sketchup using a wireframe style. 
This symbol has a slight perspective angle 
in the shape, and the colours are used to 
enhance the dimensions of the cube.

Packaging Standards | Visual Continuity





Colour EvolutionBrand Identity Process



Packaging Development



Colour Combination Selection

Challenges

As you can see, most colours paired well 
with their lighter counter part, however, 
I was faced with this challenge where 
the hues of my purple tone and my pink 
tone did not match. I created a shade that 
was not part of the original brand, but 
matched the brand identity





Cookbook Design

RECIPES OF STUIDIO GHIBLI

Objective

To design an award winning cookbook on 
a creative topic of your choice. Allow text 
and images to interact to tell the story of 
your topic.

Outcome

Project done in collaboration with                 
Oona Forrester and Cassidy Gee.

Movies from Studio Ghibli are some of our 
favourite childhood animations, so the 
three of us quickly agreed with this topic 
as it resonated with us personally.

We brought movie dishes to life, each 
page containing recipes from iconic 
scenes. The playful aspect of our book 
comes from the illustrations in the style of 
the animation studio.

Collaboration | Organization | Book Design | Illustration | Hierarchy 



Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.



Social Marketing Campaign

SHUT UP, JUST VOTE

Objective

To design a campaign revolving around a 
topic of your choice that aims to promote 
action and awareness around the topic.

Outcome

Project done in collaboration with         
Carolina Rocha and Sarah Tan.

Shut Up, Just Vote, is a youth oriented 
voting campaign whose goal is to educate 
and promote voting among youth, mainly 
between the ages of 19 - 25.

Youth at this age are usually the most 
socially active, caught up with news, and 
engaging in conversation with others. 
However, they are also the least likely to 
vote due to their scepticism of their im-
pact on the vote turnout. 

Targeting youth through digital media, we 
aimed to promote voting awareness and 
challenge the “like culture” in socal media, 
that gives youth a false sense of activism. 
We aim to let youth in Canada understand 
that it’s the vote that counts in the end 
rather than the likes or comments.

Collaboration | Organization



Campaign Goals

Our inital concept, Vote For ___________ 
was similar to campaigns used in America. 
It was subtle, neutral, and inclusive.

It is difficult to change the opinions that 
exist with our target audience of choice. 
Therefore, we needed to take an equally 
strong approach to reach them.

Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.

Precedents Campaign Evolution

Campaign Sketches



Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.

The Campaign Organization

Youth Matters is a non-profit organization dedicated to educat-
ing and empowering Canadian youth since 2010 and their new-
est campaign aims to guide them as they participate and engage 
in politics. 

Our campaign revolves around digital "like culture" so we used 
familiar digital graphics elements.

Social Marketing Campaign



Brand Standards



Marketing Mix

In the first launch of this concept campaign, we 
had plans to collaborate with Instagram and uti-
lize their algorithm to create a popup alert target-
ing only Canadian youth. At this stage, our goal is 
to get our audience to stop and think about how 
they are using their time.

Voting takes an average of 20 minutes, but to 
some people, it may seem like a more difficult 
task than it is. When an Instagram user is brows-
ing and liking posts, after 20 minutes, this popup 
notification will alert them that, "These past 20 
minutes spent on Instagram is the time it takes 
for you to cast a ballot and make your vote count." 
Our statement intends to guilt non-voters, who 
spend a fair amount of their time on social media 
liking political posts, to Shut Up, Just Vote.

Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.

Social Marketing Campaign



Marketing Mix

Shut Up, Just Vote utilizes social media 
functions to advertise our cause, posting 
stories and using advertisements.

Our ambassadors include some familiar 
Canadians celebrities with clean images 
who are also within our target range. Our 
publicity revolves around their messages 
to the public about why they vote and why 
voting is important.

Social Marketing Campaign



Website Resources

Our links from our Instagram page, stories, and advertisements 
lead to our Youth Matters website. This features other campaigns, 
our organization details, and other youth involvement resources 
for inspired and engaged youth.

Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.

Social Marketing Campaign



Transit Integration

Transit is relevant for students and youth in our target age range, 
therefore we chose to utilize the interior and exterior bus areas, 
skytrains, and skytrain stations. During commute and waiting 
times, you can’t help it but lay your eyes on something rather 
than stare at the person sitting across from you.

Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.



Non Digital Outreach

Events will be hosted on campus on orientation days to promote 
our organization as well as our campaign. At the booth, you can 
sign up to pledge your vote, donate, and receive flyers that lead 
you to our website for more detailed information. You are always 
encouraged to spread the word.

This allows us to reach recent grads who are soon to be eligible 
and educate the non-voters before opinions are established.

Disclaimer: All photos used in this project were used without the 
owner’s permission as placeholders for educational purposes only.

Social Marketing Campaign



CONTACT ME

Patricia Lin

Email

patricialindesign@gmail.com

Phone

(778)-979-0226

Website

patricialin.ca 

Flexible | Committed | Inspired | Precise | Troubleshooting | Resourceful




